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he was struck down, in a t.iomcnt, by the disease plexion changed, there was not a visible motion
which ended in his death. For several weeks he of his eye. “Well,” he replied, “be that as it
had been laboring with a cold, and oppression of may, I am perfectlj' resigned.”
the chest, which gave much anxiety to his family
On Sunday morning, March 20, a little after
“THERE IS NO OTHER NAME.”
and friends, and to which he was repeat'd'y urged six, the writer was sent for to attend him. He
I stood beside the dark death bed;
to pay proper attention. But his duties were ' was evidently marked for the grave, but his coun
My ai m sustained the sufferer’s head—
pressing.
The season of Advent he w .s anxious tenance beamed with peace and joy. “I am glad
That sinking head and glazing eye
to improve for the edification of his jeople. He to see you,” I said, “so calm and tranquil.”—
Proclaimed the King of terrors aigh.
hud lately commenced a week-day lecture in ex “Oil, my near friend,” he replied, “my r/rrrr friend
Yes, tyrant! in that final hour
planation of the epistle to the Romans. And h i- , I am perfectly happy.” And never did I see a
Thou still shalt own a mightier l'ower :
bitually regardless of himself, he went on increas man who seemed so fully to realize what he de
I named the name of Christ, and lo!
ing his labors, when an entire respite was abso scribed. Ills wife, his mother, his children, and
It checked thy hand, and stayed die blow,
lutely called for, and, if taken in time, would, in a female relative were present. “My beloved
O Name! to every Christian dear;
all human judgment, have prolonged his valuable wife,” he said, “has gone through with the service
But sweetest to the dying ear!
That sound, when other sounds were vain,
life. On the last Sunday of the year, lie preached of the visitation of the sick, and there are two
Upraised the sinking head again:
with even more than his wonted earnestness.— J pravers there that express exactly what I want.
There was a solemnity in his manner which was She is now reading me some hymns, and I wish
The glazing eye—so dull that e’en
Our streaming tears fell all unseen—
spoken of at the time as peculiar and impressive. you to he with us, and when she is done, you will
Caught at the word a parting ray,
On the following day he wis much occupied in pray with us.” At his request, with a voice that
Earnest of heaven's approaching da/!
pastoral duty. And on the next, the last day of at once expressed how great the struggle was be
A smile, of speechless joy that told,
the year, was attacked with hemorrhage of the tween her natural feeling and her desire to do hi*
Re! rimed those features, pale and co'J,
lungs. It was evident, from the first, that it was pleasure, she proceeded. It was the 32d hymn
Rallied that tongue its powers once nore,
an attack which, more or less remotely, would in our collection. At the end of every line, lie
Re-echoed “Christ!”—and all was <’er.
prove fatal; and though the utmost that human made some comments. “ Welcome, siveet day of
[JOevA'onal JVoemt.
love could do, was done, there was never the rest," “ Yes, welcome, welcome blessed day, day
slightest mitigation of its destructive violence. of peace and rest and holy joy!” “ That ,v«w the
BIOGRAPHY.
To the question put to him during the first par Lord, arise," “that saw my precious Saviour phy
Abridged from the Episcopal Recoder.
oxysm of the disease, whether he knew the nature sically arise from the tomb, rise for our justifica
LAST HOURS OF THE REV. Dt. MONT
of Iris case, he replied, “yes, l i;now that my sit tion, rise to be die light ajul glory of the world."
GOMERY.
uation is very critical, that it is very uncertain “ Welcome to this reviving breast." “Yes reviving
L'l'lic llev. James Montgomery, D. Q. Rector , which way it may turn: but turn vduefi way it will with new hopes of glory and of bliss.” “ And
of St. Stephen’s church, Philadelphia, was born in ' i am perfectly resigned to the will of God. I these rejoicing eyesf “ for though the light of day
Philadelphia, on the 25th day of November, 1787. I, have human reasons for desiring to live, but lie is not let in, ’ (the shutters of his room were part
He received his preparatory education at Dr. Hall’s knows best, and will do right: and the lessons of ly closed “they do enjoy the light of life, the on
private seminary, in Maryland, and at the gram resignation which I have preached to others, I am ly true and lasting light, which they who have not,
mar school in Princeton, New Jersey, fie grad now myself to .practise.’’ Soon, however, the walk in darkness, and know not whither they go.
uated at Princton College, in 1805. After which malady assumed its proverbially delusive influence J Bring them, blessed Jesus, bring them all, who
he read low in rhe office of Judge Hopkinson, in over his judgment; and although he uniformly know thee not, into the splendid circle of thy
Philadelphia, anti was tn due time admitted to the spoke with seriousness and solemnity of its pos glory!” In this way he went on, with a fervour
bar. After some years practice of the iaw, he be sible issue, he for the most part appeared strong and a pathos which I should in vain attempt to ex
came a candidate for holy orders, in the I’rotes- ly impressed with the belief, that God had work press. The 33d hymn, (“ Another six days’ work
tnnt Episcopal church, and was ordained deacon, for him to do, declared his determination to preach is done,”) was then read, and amplified in the same
by Bishop White, in Philadelphia, August 25, to his people more plainly than he had ever done delightful manner. He then took the hook, and
ISIS. Having been elected rector of St. Mi I saying that his first text should be, “I have not read it distinctly through. Then with a low, clear
chael’s church, Trenton, New Jersey, he was there shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of voice, he sang it, and having finished, asked me
ordained priest, by bishop Croes, October ?, 1817, God,’’ and expressing the deepest anxiety that to find him the doxology. “Now," said he,
and instituted on the following day. In April the present visitation should he made profitable “stand up, and join with me.” This done, he be
gan to pronounce the blessing, when, as if cor
1,18, he removed to New-York, having been elect to himself, his family, and his flock.
ed rector of Grace church, in that city. In 1820, , On Sunday evening, the 9th of March, the recting himself, he said, “ do you do that;” re
he resigned his rectorship, and returned to his na ' present writer, who had seen him constantly sponding aloud, “Amen, amen.” He then re
tive State, residing near Philadelphia, and officiat through his whole sickness, had a long conversa quested the window shutters to be thrown open.
ing in some of the vacant churches in that vicini tion with him. He then appeared much better “Now,” said lie, addressing himself tome, “take
ty, until the formation of the new parish of St. than at any period of it, and thought himself rap notice, and bear witness fully and plainly, but not
Stephen’s, to the rectorship of which he was elect idly recovering. He conversed freely of God’s ostentatiously, I die, I die, in the /aitfi of the Lord
ed in 1823. Having lost his father, when but se goodness to him, and of his increased desires to Jesus Christ. I put iny whole trust for pardon
ven years old, the sense of duty to a tender and serve and please him. On Monday night he suf- and acceptance in the merits of his death. There
devoted mother was continually felt by him, he I fered, as he related to the same friend, inexpres are some that will say,‘ah Montgomery is con
has often been heard to say. as a monitor against sible agony of spirit, in the ap{ ehension that for verted; his sickness has done this.’ Tell them no,
temptation, and a motive to duty; and in danger his neglect of his great privileges, God had forsa I was converted to God long before I was per
ous moments was, and was felt to be, under God, his ken them; but struggling against it with Ills ut mitted to minister at his altar. And though I
defence and deliverance. Thus does the Father most resolution, succeeded at last in the attain have erred and sinned, had my delinquences and
of mankind, in bis dispensation towards his chil ment of peace and composure, through fervent 1 backsliding;;, he has graciously restored me, and
dren, beautifully blend together the economy of prayer. On Friday evening, having made his will i set me on the rock. To that rock of ages, the
providence and the economy of grace, and make he sent for the same friend to sign it, as one of Lord Jesus Christ, must all come w ho would be
holier the holy ties of nature, by the blessed unc the witnesses. The marks of approaching disso ! saved.” He paused. “ Now,’’ said he, “ I wish
tion of the sanctifying Spirit. And thus, not sel lution were then apparent, yet he still expressed >' to receive the holy communion, and I wish you to
dom, does he fulfil h s gracious promises to the the conviction that God had work for him yet to I make the arrangements.” After the administra
wi off and the fatherless, by rendering the afflic do. “Yes, it may be so,” it was replied, “for with tion, “I wish you to take notice, he said, “that
tive dispensation which has made them such, the Him all things are possible. But such is not the I have now discerned the Lord s body, as I never
instrument of religious iufluence and the occasion propable expectation, and in all human appear ' did before, and I confide as truly in my Saviour
ance, every little time will remove you to your ; as if I saw him in his glory.’ It was his last tes
of spiritual blessings.]
It was in the mid of these arduous labors, that rest.’’ Not a muscle moved, not a tint of his com timony. Four hours afterward his mind wavered
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. ilYKRS, i’RWTKR.
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But it may he said, “the concessions we make I If it be objected, that so narrow and contract
to the world in outward things are with a view of ed a view of our present existence would interconciliation.” The motive doubtless is good, and fere with the charities of life, and its allowed enadmissible, if we can be sure of its genuineness : | joyments; I reply, that this is an extreme to which
but still the danger is great; and if conciliation my assertions do not necessarily lead. We may
passes a certain bound, the evil will be sure, while live in the world and yet live above it: we may
the good is doubtful. And when it becomes a partake of much rational enjoyment, and yet look
question of improvident expenditure, we must beyond it; we may enter into all the connexion*
balance between the hoped-for advantage, and of life, and yet sit loose to’them; we may culti
the sure and substantial effects ol a regulated vate all our native powers, and yet make the wiseconomy. Sacrifices to custom and outward ap dom thus acquired subordinate to “the wisdom
pearance bring us also into very near contact which is from above.” We cannot indeed do this
with the world and its practices; and when the without God’s grace enabling arfiteteistin? us hut
land-mark is withdrawn, it will not be discerned this grace we know will be givelif we earnestly
by the eye of a common observer whose the pro seek it, because “ He is faithful who has promis
perty is. It is safer to be distinguished even in ed.”—He who said to St. Paul, “Aly grace ig
outward things. It is best that it should be known sufficient for thee, will in like manner answer all
to whom we belong. An approximation to the prayer for the same blessing.
H 3 L I Q I O U S.
world in its manners and habits, in such a way as
May our aim then be high! may we strive
From the Christian Observer, Jan. 1834s
that it shall be ready to claim us for its own, often even to reach “the measure of the stature of the
begets an intercourse very u nfavourable to the fulness of Christi” Let us deem nothing little
INCONSISTENCY OF HABITS OF DISPLAY IN
exercise of pure and undefiled religion. The or inconsiderable which has a bearing on our cha
CHRISTIANS.
renewal spoken of in Scripture is in “thespmZ racter as Christians—Let our “moderation be
To the Editor of the Christian Observer:
On a visit lately to some valuable friends who of our mind:” now this spirit is of so pure and known unto all men,” as it respects the things of
make a serious profession of Christianity, and who subtle a nature as makes it not easy to he pre this life. 1 his will lead to consistency in our every
in most respects adorn that profession, 1 was com served in an atmosphere different from that which day walk with God, and show us to be under the
pelled to remark a few inconsistencies, which led inspired it. The renewal may remain (that is, influence of thatfaith which is “the substance of
me to some general reflections on the subject. the mind may continue convinced,) hut the spirit things hoped for. the evidence of things not seen."
These reflections are indeed very obvious, where by which its energies are maintained in vigorous
H.C.
the mind is not under some self-delusion; but as exercise will certainly be lost in too near, or too
frequent
an
approach
to
those
who
are
not
actuat

they are, nevertheless, among those things whose
From the Journal of the Institute at Flushing.
familiarity docs not lessen their importance, I ed by a similar principle. In short, I believe it
THE BALANCE WHEEL,—A FABLE.
shall address them to you, sir, in the humble hope will generally be found that our truest wisdom
“ You say tint this balance wheel came from the
that they may meet the eye of some indiviilual, consists in avoiding temptations, unless called upon
who conscious that he is indeed “the man, to by such providential appointments as bring us original maker of the machine, hut what evidence
whom they apply, may in future be led more care within the scope of the promise, that though ex have you of it?” “ Enough of the most satisfac
fully to strive to “adorn the doctrine of God his posed to them, “a way will be made for our es tory kind, as you have frequently heard, and as in
cape,” that they injure us not.
candor you ought to admit. But surely a suffi
Saviour in all things.”
When wc compare what a Christian might be cient indicatiu of its origin, is its exactly suiting
The particular point which called for animad
version in my friend’s conduct, was a want ol with what he is; when we contrast the inferiority the machine. You know hoiv often we, and our
economy in his expenditure. His establishment of his attainments with the capacities with which parents befon us, have attempted to contrive a re
was unnecessarily large, his table too profuse, the he is endowed, and the light and grace which, gulator, but dways without success. Sometimes
dress of his wife and daughters unsuitable to his when in earnest le prays for them, he will receive; it would be bo heavy; then again it would be too
situation and profession; indeed there was a gen many gloomy rejections may certainly be awak light; nor, itdeed, were we ever sure to which
eral carelessness as to money concerns, which ened. There is but little cause for wonder when particular pat of the machine it ought to be at
seemed likely to disable him from giving that a person who is not under the power of religion tached. Will all our experiment, the machine
good account of his stewardship in these respects becomes unstable in his ways and inconsistent in has ever beena crazy affair, that we despaired of
which will be demanded of us all. I am far from his doings; but that any who are brought to ac mending. Bit this set* a// right. It is precisely
being a friend to the levelling principle—civil dis knowledge the Gospel as their standard ot faith of the propef;,weight. The wards nf the axt-»
tinction must he scrupulously maintained; moral and practice, and who desire to let their light correspond minutely with those of the wheel.—
order requires it, and Christianity enforces it;— shine before men that God may be glorified in tne This cannot be accident. 1 have, therefore, no
but yet we are to remember that the Christian is bestowal of that light—a departure in swcA from doubt, that it came irom the hands of the origicalled with a high anil holy calling, and he should their principles does indeed mark the weakness of ginal artist himself.” Such was an argument be
therefore be careful both to maintain its privile human effort and the strength of human corrup tween two members of a family, in which, for se
ges, and to perforin its duties. Among the privile tion. It seems also to me that in no other way is veral generations, there hid beena machine of
ges, of the Christian, is an exemption from the God so much dishonoured : it is a sort of person curious workmanship, and obviously designed for
slavery of custom and fashion. The freedom with al affront to the Three Persons in the Godhead many useful purposes, which it would admirably
which Christ endows his people consists much in (if I may presume so to express myself.) that can answer, could it only be made to work with regu
a general independence of the world, as to its ha in no other way be offered. The commission of larity. The cause of the disorder was evidently
bits and manners, whenever these do in the slight sin is a most daring and gross offence; but to slight the Joss of the balance wheel, and although at dif
est degree interferfi with what he owes to himself the special grace by which we are renewed and ferent periods the more ingenious members of the
as a Christian: and among its duties is the so sanctified, to make it appear to the eyes ot others family had tried their skill at supplying the defi
managing his property as that it shall lead to no as if this grace were incompetent to the purpose ciency, their attempts were in vain. At length a
embarrassment; nothing by which his mind shall for which it was bestowed, to grieve that Holy stranger appeared at the house, declaring he had
be too much engrossed, or injustice be incurred; Spirit by which we are sealed, is such an affront in his possession the very desideratum; a balance
nothing that shall interfere with the Apostle’s to the Majesty of God, and to the love with which wheel in all respects adapted to the purpose re
injunction of “Owe no man any thing,’ or the a Christian has been distinguished, as seems to me quired; which he'wai willing to sell at no higher
price than the thanks of the purchaser. It was
high demands of charity and benevolence. Yet to exceed every other offence.
It will certainly be urged, any may in many cases not, he said, any invention of his own. He had
all useless expenditure intrenches upon the means
of obeying such precepts and moreover shows so be presumed, that much of this inconsistent con received it through a succession of hands, from
much of the spirit of the world to be still left in | duct (when it does not extend to any gross viola the maker of the machine in question, of which
the heart, as should caution the true disciples o! tion of the Divine law) may be attributed to in he exhibited numerous and well attested certifi
a lowly master against the allowance of them advertence and thoughtlessness; but inadvertence cates. Most ot the family derided the pretension?
selves in it. The Christian has a warfare to wage, and thoughtlessness are no sufficient excuse for of the stranger as absurd and impossible. One of
not onlv with open enemies, but with secret ones: those who profess themselves disciples of Christ. them, however, was wise enough tosecurethe ar
the world often lurks where it is least suspected; He says, “ Watch and pray, lest ye enter into ticle and give it a trial. He applied it to the dis
.and though we are not required to go out of the temptation.” Other causes also might be assign ordered machine, which he found it fitted exactly
world, we should certainly not be known in it mere ed for this departure from Christian principle: and immediately restored to order. Extraordina
ly by a distinctive appellation, but by the mani but there is one which seems to me to include ry as it may seem, many of the family were still
festation of a different spirit. To live in the world, many within itself—namely, that life is too highly doubtful whether the stranger was not an impostor.
and to be one with the world in any near approach prized. Even as Christians, few of us obey the Although the balance wheel was now constantly
to its habits or maxiins, are very different things; Apostle’s precept, to “ possess as though we pos in operation, and was found essential to the regula
and we must be aware thaf there is far more dan sessed not.” Life, in its forms and customs, en tion of the other wheels, and of all the parts of
ger of assimilation to the world's habits on the part gross too much of our care and attention; we the machinery connected with the axle to which
of the Christian, than of approach to the Chris go too forward in our calculations about it: its it was attached, there was an incessant disputing
tian on the part of the world.— A downward path comforts are to highly estimated and sought among them about its origin. One, whose com
alas! is easier than an upward one, to a fallen after: instead of a scene of pilgrimage we make mon sense had evaporated in philosophy, rejected
creature such as is man. How much safer is it it a place of rest, not duly considering that the all testimony on the subject; inasmuch, he sanl,
then, to stand aloof from, than to approach near to leading object of our present existence is the pre as it was contrary to experience that a stranger
should freely bestow what, if genuine, was so va • ,
an enemy so likely to entangle and deceive us.
paration for one of a higher character.

a little. He was occupied through the afternoon
in singing hymns at first distinctly, then the words
ceased to be articulate, then the tune faltered on
his tongue. At nine in the evening, he fell into a
state of quiet from which he never was roused.
At one, of the morning of Monday, his spirit was.
commended in prayer to its merciful Creator,
through the merits of his blessed Redeemer. He
continued gradually to fail. His pulse was still.
He ceased to breathe audibly. At two o’clock,
without a groan or a struggle, he expired. An
infant's breath could not have passed away more
gently. We kneeled beside him before we left
the chamber of death, and implored for ourselves
the comfort of Ilis grace, who alone can bind up
the broken in heart, and heal their sicknesses.

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
uable; but it was not contrary to experience that
men should be impostors. He, therefore, prefer •
red the lesser improbability and denied the assert
ed origin of the balance wheel. Another, who for
a long time had been puzzling himself to regulate
the machine, was so mortified that an obscure
stranger should bring a simple article which an
swered better than ail his numerous and compli
cated contrivances, that for pride he would not
acknowledge its excellence. Another, a man of
learning, was satisfied, because lie had ascertained
the authenticity of all the documents that accom
panied the wheel. A fourth, a man of an acute
and discerning mind, took the pains to examine
closely the workmanship, botl/of the machine and
of the wheel, and discovered upon them so plainly
the traces of the same skilful hand, and the same
inscriptions written in hieroglyphics upon each,
that he could not avoid the conclusion that they
both came from one and the same mechanism.
While of the remainder, those who were plain
candid men, having neither self-conceit nor a lit
tle learning to blindfold their understanding, were
persuaded, on the principles of common sense,
that the maker of the balance wheel could have
been no other than the maker of the machine.
Moral.— Man is a disordered machine, for which
philosophy, superstition and worldly wisdom have
m their turn invented balance wheels, but none of
them ever answered. Christianity comes, fastens
on the conscience, and the machinery of man is
restored to order. There are vouchers enough of
its divine origin, and the more they are examined
by learning and sound philosophy, the more clear
ly docs their genuineness appear. But in its
perfect adaptation to our moral nature, we discern
the most conclusive proof, that its author is divine.
Christianity is the balance wheel of man, there
fore it came from the Creator of man.
INDEPENDENCE IN JUDGING OF RELIGION.
\ Furnished by a Clergyman.]

“I should be glad” said an anxious and pious
mother to me, “if you would have a conversa
tion with my son on the subject of religion.”
“ Why so?” I inquired. “ Because,” she replied
“he appears to he getting into a strange and dan
gerous way. lie has always, till now, preserved
the character of an industrious, amiable, and mo
ral young man. He has enjoyed good opportu
nity for learning, and is fond of reading; but
of late he has taken to attending infidel meetings,
is becoming full of new notions, and very posi
tive in them. Were some one to converse with
him, who knows more than himself it. might pos
sibly do him good. His aunt and I have done
what w'C could, but we seem to have little or no
influence with him.”
Such a request from a mother seemed to claim
my immediate attention. I mentioned the time
when I would meet her son, and have, if agree
able to him, the conversation she proposed. The
hour arrived, and I was enabled to fulfil may ap
pointment. A short time after my arrival at the
house of the good woman, her son came in,
with a book in his hand, which he had just procur
ed from a public library. He did not seem in
any way averse to the interview. The conversa
tion commenced with the character of the his
tory lie had procured, and led, not unnaturally, to
some remarks or. the value of real, practical know
ledge above fiction. Something was also added
respecting the comparative importance of the in
formation afforded us in the sacred volume. At
this point, however, the young man evidently began
to demur. He was asked whether he had ever
read the Bible through, or even so much of it as
the New Testament. He answered frankly, that
he had not. ‘Where,” I inquired, “do you attend
church on the Sabbath ? ’ The reply was no less
frank, that he went to no religious meeting, but
had been accustomed for some time back, to visit
T------ y Hall, and hear discussions on the subject
of religion. A doubt was expressed whether the
meetings he had named were such as became the
Sabbath, or accorded well with the subjects which
were sometimes attempted to be discussed. He
replied that he wished always to understand both
sides of a question before he made up his mind;
that, while he did not profess himself an infidel,
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he had his doubts, and would not take any thing distinguished sacred vocalists (may I mention the
upon trust. “It seems then,’ I observed, “that jname of Hastings?) once made a remark of this
your plan is to follow up these meetings till you kind. The person who thoroughly understands
have satisfied yourself respecting the claims of the principles of music, and has for years cultivaChristianity to be of God, and, after that, to act ted the powers of the voice, may he completely
in accordance with your decisions. But, what if, 1 unstrung by omitting to sing for a single week at
in the mean time your course should be arrested a time. Daily practice is the way to keep the vo
by death?” *• I don’t know lie answered, “ how cal organs in tune. To sing ne hymn regularly'
that could be helped. It is impossible to believe morning and evening keeps up an acquaintance
without evidence; and I must be allowed to judge • with the power we have over these organs, and at
for myself.” “ True,” it was replied, “ you must ! the same time fixes all the tunes which we may
have evidence that the Scriptures are the word of thus practice indelibly in the memory. Let me
God, before you receive them in that character. then recommend Mr. K’s plan to ail who conduct
My objection to your course is, that it will not family worship even if they can sing bat two or
probably, introduce you to the evidence in ques three tunes.
tion. You acknowledge that you have never read
At F. Mr. C. has adopted an excellent plan in
so much as the New Testament through in reading the Scriptures. His children, servants, and
your life. Now it seems to me, that instead of guests, being assembled around the fire, each was
acting the part of true independence, and judging furnished with a Testament. The chapter was
for yourself in this case, you are actually giving named, all turned to the place; Mr. C. read the
up your judgment to be determined by these de first verse, and after him each in turn, the mother,
baters : many of whom, let me tell you, must be the daughters, the little son, the garden boy, the
poorly qualified for their employment. What guest. How delightful it was to hear these chil
would you think, for example, of the judge, who dren readthe sacred word of God so cheerfully and
should go to his tribunal without having consult so correctly, in company with their parents. Ne
ed, or even read the law on which his decisions ver shall I forget the days spent in the family of
were to rest, under the impression, that it would Mr. C.
be quite sufficient to know what the council had
In some families, worship was held only in the
to say on both sides? Would this course he safe evenings; in others only on Sabbaths, and special
for him ? Would he act with an independence be occasions. Daniel prayed three times a day; Da
coming his station?” The bearing of these questions vid seven times; (io and do likewise! There is a
was evidently seen and felt. My young friend difficulty in praying day after day in the same fa
acknowledged, that he had never before taken this mily with interest and profit. How often does this
view of the subject. I accordingly resumed, kind of worship become formal. How often is it
“ My desire is,” said I, “ that you should be more rendered burdensome to children and others, who
truly independent, and judge more for yourself kneel but never pray. It requires much thought
in this matter than you have proposed. I would and tact to conduct this exercise judiciously.—
have you immediately commence the study of the Sincerity of desire and perseverance, will over
Bible, beginning with the New Testament, with come all difficulties. Prayer is a help to prayer,
the object of forming your own opinion of its con and praying teaches how to pray. Let saints and
tents. You have no necessity to gather up an sinners learn to pray.
Watts.
opinion upon trust. It is not the method you
would pursue in judging of the history which lies
before you or of any other book. No more should THE FORM OF RELIGION WITHOUT THE
you decide either for the Bible or against it, upon
POWER.
such uncertain evidence. Rather investigate with
The character of Montmorency, Constable of
all care, implore wisdomfiotn God, and decide France, is a compound of bigotry, bravery, loy
as becomes a man who is not afraid of the truth. alty and ambition. As a general, a negneiator,
I am aware that infidels and sceptics rarely or ne and a minister, he had on various occasions shown
ver pursue this course. Very few of them have great ability and talents; but fortune was unfavor
a definite and thorough acquaintance with the able to him, and the victory of Saint Dennis, the
claims of revealed religion. But I do very much only one he gained in his long military career, cost
doubt the honesty of thus condemning what they him his life. His zeal for religion has been vaunt
have never read, and certainly cannot understand. ed by some Catholic writers, but it was the zeal
You would not consider yourself warranted in of a barbarian, and his religious ideas were en
passing such judgments on any book or subject, tirely confined to the forms of it. Brantom’s ac
and I hope will not follow their example.”
count of him is well known. “lie never failed in
Such is the substance of a conversation, which his devotions or prayers, for every morning he
appeared to have a good impression on the mind would repeat his paternosters, whether he was in
of a respectable and promising young man. It the house or on horseback, or among the troops;
resulted in the assurance, on his part, that he which caused the saying, take care of the Consta*
would follow the advice which had been suggest ble's paternosters', for while he was repeating, and
ed. I have since learned, that his attention has mttering them, as occasions presented themselves
ac'ually been diverted from those discussions, by he would say; go hang up such a one; tie him up
which he was likely to find his perplexities and to a tree ; run him through with the pikes this in
scepticism increased, to those more appropriate stant; shoot all those fellows before me; cut in
instructions which are connected no less with pieces those vagabonds who wished to hold out
manly virtue than with true religion.—Pastors that church against the King; burn me that vil
Journal.
lage; set fire to the country for a quarter of a
league around;’ and such like sentences of justice
From the Presbyterian.
and of war, he would utter according to the circum
FAMILY WORSHIP.
stances, without leaving off his paternosters until
Mr. Editor,—It was once my lot to travel he had quite finished them, and thinking he should
through one of the counties of New-Jersey, as commit a great error, if he had deferred saying
Agent of the American Tract Society. As I gen them to another time; so conscientious was he.”
erally lodged at night in Christian families, I had The same writer adds, “that lie fasted every Fri
an opportunity of observing the different modes day, and that when he was at court, the Queen
of conducting family worship. At R. the Rev. placed a chair for him, and conversed while they
Mr. K. read a chapter in the Bible, then we sang were at supper, but that he would never eat any
a hymn and kneeled and prayed. This was the thing. At the closing scene of his life, when such
plan of my fathers, from which they seldom de minute attention to trifles would lead us to expect
parted; and this was the uniform course in the something from his blind devotion, we are surpris
house of Mr. K. But in other families, I was of ed by a display of stoicism quite inconsistent with
ten disappointed when we were called together, his character. A Franciscan monk attended to
to find that singing was altogether omitted, and confess him, and attempted to inspire proper sen
that numerous children were growing to manhood timents, by long exhortations: ‘ Leave me, father,’
without being educated in the use of their voices said the Constable, ‘leave me: do you think I
practically, or in the science of music theoretical have lived with honor near fourscore years-, and
ly. This is the reason why we have such poor not learnt to die for a quarter of an hour?’”
[Browning's Hist, of the Hugxicnots,
music in our country churches. One of our most
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For the Gambier Observer.
mands of Christ, a most prominent one of which 1 tined to have a very great prevalence in our coun
Mr. Editor:—Believing the day to have arriv is baptism by immersion. The doctrine of the ! try. It is ea»y and simple, requiring no burthens
ed, when longer to be lukewarm on the great sub operation of the Holy Spirit in regenerating the to maintain it. What are Mr. Campbell’s views
ject of the following extract from the London , hearts of men, as it lias ever been held by evan- I on the subject of the Trinity, Divinity of Christ,
satisfactorily
known.
Christian Guardian, is a sin, a crying sin—a sin 1 gelical denominations in all ages of the Church, and of the Holy spirit, is not
---------- ..j nuuiru,
which will most assuredly bring down its merited L is utterly rejected and derided. I here is no such But from his saying little on these points, and
punishment on the guilty, whether agents or sup 1 thing, in his opinion, as regeneration, save bap evidently making but little of them in his system,
porters, I have taken the liberty of requesting tism by immersion, or rather, imufersion in con there is great reason to fear that he rejects entire
you to insert in the Observer the following obser nexion with an intellectual belief of the Gospel ly, at least in the sense in which the orthodox
vations, some of which are as applicable to slave narrative. All who embrace this system profess hold them, these fundamental doctrines of Chris
ry in this land, as they formerly were in Great to know nothing about the process of conviction, tianity. This is generally believed by the orthodeep distress of soul for sin, need of the atoning dox Baptists. Mr. C. however, denies that he is
Britain, with its cure.
Yours.
V.
“Mr. Editor,—In my travels, I am often asked blood of Christ to wash away guilt, and of the Ho a Socinian.
I do not precisely know how extensively Mr.
at the family tea-tables of my friends, ‘ Have you ly Spirit to renew and sanctify the heart through
Campbell’s doctrines have spread! but a consid
any objection to East India, or free labor sugar?’ the influence of the truth.
That the doctrines of Mr. Campbell are rapidly erable portion of the Baptist Church in the West
‘Certainly not,’ is my usual reply, for, were I averse
spreading
in the West, I fear is too true. They have adopted them—not a third part, however, as
to its peculiar flavor, it has this to recommend it
above that which is imported from the West, that have produced the most disastrous consequences has been asserted. I am happy to say that a most
to very many of the Baptist Churches in all parts strenuous resistance is made to Campbellism by
it has no twang of sluvery.
I have been accustomed to rejoice and be thank of the West, and especially in Kentucky, where the orthodox Baptists. It is a matter, however, of
ful that this said slavery, like the plague, which the law allows even a small minority of a Church deep regret that so many of those who oppose
in one form or another, is generally colonized with who have seceded, or been expelled for heresy, Mr. Campbell have such Antinomian views as to
it, has long since been banished from my native to occupy the meetinghouse in which they for lead them to oppose the benevolent operations ol
land. I am also inclined to believe, that even those merly worshipped, such portion of the Sabbaths the Bible, Tract, Missionary, and Sunday-school
who do not view the matter in exactly the same as is proportionate to their relative numbers. In Societies. w Calvinism, or rather a perversion
perversion
cause of thes
light with myself would as soon welcome back consequence of this the Camphellites and the of Calvinism, is the
.
- —~se erroneous opin
the plague to our shores as they would slavery. Orthodox, in many cases, worship in the same ions on the necessity and province of human
Not that 1 am ignorant of the conjectures of some meeting-houses, and all the evils which can arise efforts to save men. But I firmly believe tliut a
wise heads, that the black pestilence in some coun from such a course exist and flourish. It is true brighter and better day is arising on the Baptist
tries, and the small pox in these islands, and slave that the work of assorting has now gone on so Churches in the West. They have many and ex
ry in oilier islands further west, are, on the whole long in many Churches, that the two parties do cellent. men who hold right views on'all these
salubrious evils, and rather to be endured than not, as a general thing, often hear each other. points, and who labour nobly and successfully for
their remedies. To theories of this kind 1 am not But it is obvious that this most unjust law of the the truth.
2. TVrto Lightism is also a dangerous error. But
yet prepared to submit, but feel as much disposed Legislature of Kentucky, which prevents a Church
as ever to class them among the direst calamities from separating from its place of worship, those the New Lights hold much more of truth than do
who have departed from the doctrines which it the Camphellites, and preach the necessity of an
that can befall the human race.
Glancing my eye at the oflicial returns of the holds as a Church, and which are fully exhibited atonement, and of the influences of the Spirit.
slave population of our West-Indian Colonies, and in its symbolical books, and its Confessions of It is probable tint there are cases of real conver
particularly of the sugar islands, 1 perceived that, Faith, must foster trouble in every Church in sion among their followers, especially those who
instead of increasing after the same ratio with the the State, wherever there is a party, however have not learned to distinguish and approve of their
free population of St. Domingo, which has doubled. small, who choose to create a schism, and to have peculiarities. Their ministers seem to me to be
Arians rather than Socinians. Mr. Stone, their
itself in Zwen/y years, it actually decreases at the a preacher of their own sentiments.
And in the case of the followers of Alexander leader, holds that Christ is not a creature, that is,
rate of nearly 26,000 in six years. From thence
I infer, notwithstanding the aforesaid reputed salu Campbell, this is not at all difficult. For if any lie was not created, hut begotten—but yet inferior
brity of the disease to the negro constitution, that party or body of men may choose to organize to God, and not existing from eternity. The be
slavery is a noisome Pestilence; and 1 have been themselves into a Church, (and there is a most lievers of this doctrine do not differ much from
prompted to look through rny Materia Mt'diea, if simple and short process for this) they may select the Camphellites, except that they do not like
haply 1 might discover a remedy for the evil. Af any one whom they please, and themselves ordain the doctrine of ivatcr regeneration, and preach
ter some reflection I have hit upon a Nostrum, i him as an elder, (their term for an ordained min much more about the Spirit. And although they
the ingredients of which areas simple and harm ister) or a deacon, both of whom have the power are erroneous on some fundamental points, yet
less as they are salutary and powerful. For its ef to preach, baptize, and administer the sacrament they so preach as to exhibit a great deal of truth
ficacy I do not hesitate to pledge my own exist of the Lord’s Supper. The cfencow can administer on others, and even so represent those points in
ence. For tlie disetfvery 1 claim no more than iny these ordinances, if there is no elder present to which they are wrong, as io be misapprehended,
share in the Parliamentary grant of those millions do it. As no previous study or preparation is fortunately, by some of those who hear them, and
which are now expended in the perpetuation of necessary, according to their doctrines, to quali who are not accustomed to discriminate. The
this moral and civil pest, under the mistaken no fy men for these offices, nothing is easier than to New Light preachers, as yet, adhere very much
tion of its being a good in the form of a neces find men who will become eiders and deacons, to the use of the scriptural phraseology on the
sary evil. I send you the prescription in plain wherever men ran be found who have the opin subject of the atonement and work of Christ and
English,rather than in medical Latin, which might ion of themselves that they can talk or preach as of the Holy Spirit. There is a considerable dis
not be so well understood in the west; and have well as any body else, which is certainly no very position in some of the Camphellites and New
put it into rhyme for the benefit of weak memories. difficult matter in Kentucky, or any other State.
Lights to unite. Both baptizi bv immersion. I
It is the practice of some of the Campbellite do not know the number of the STew Light con
Viator.
preachers to administer the sacrament of the “loaf gregations, but it io considerable in Kentucky and
SPECIFIC FOR THE CURB OF SLAVERY.
and the cup. every Sabbath. Others do not so Ohio, and some are found in other states.
One. grain of good conscience, the same of pure love,
A drop of the Wisdom that comes from above,
frequently ; though 1 think that this practice will
3. Infidelity is probably the most abundant spe
With a grain of enlightened Self-interest combined,
become common after a while.
cies of error. That infidelity is increasing in the
And one forethought of Judgment to come, full-refined:
Mr. Campbell, and I believe it is characteristic West is obvious. But it is the infidelity which
Mix them well in the heart, and the Slave cultured isles,
of his followers generally, at least I know no ex results fiom ignorance, and not from hardened
Will soon bask in the health beam of Liberty’s smiles.
P. S. I have almost forgotten to direct, that this ception, is opposed to all the efforts of our Bible, and intelligent wickedness. Infidelity of an inde
medicine is to be taken, not by the slave, but by his Tract, Missionary, and Sunday-school Societies finite species, and of every gradation from what
—I presume, however, upon the principle that is not much m ire than indifference, up to avowed
owner.
they do not propagate what he believes to be the hostility to the Gospel, is to he found in every
Gospel. You know that he has published what part of the West.
From the New-York Observer.
is called his Translation of the New-Testament,
Catholicism, or Romanism, is unquestionably
RELIGIOUS ERRORS IN THE WEST,
Among the discouraging circumstances in relation to the which perverts a good many texts, especially those making progress in the West.' \ast numbers of
religious prospects of the West, 1 shall place first of all the which relate to baptism, in such a way as to favour emigrants from Ireland and Germany are arriv
progress of error. I shall mention a few of the most import his peculiar views.
ing h?re annually, and settling in the new states.
ant forms of error, and not attempt to give all the minor sub
He publishes, as I have already mentioned, a A large portion of them are Roman Calhc’ict.
divisions of it which may be found.
monthly paper called the Millennial Harbinger, The Catholics are a’so gaining ground by their
1. The most dangerous species of heresy exist at his own residence, which is near to Wellsburg, schools and colleges, as well as by actual conver
ingin the Vailey of the Missisippi, in my opinion, a smalltown not many miles distant from Wheel sions from the people who were nominally Protest
ib Campbellism, or the doctrines which Alex. ing, in Western Virginia. Of this work he pub ants.
This might he expected in a country,
Campbell has so successfully propagated in the lishes about eight thousand copies. The subscrip where people are uninformed, and where they
Baptist Church. He has adopted a theology tion price is one dollar per annum—I believe. He are ready to embrace any form of religion which
which is subversive of ail that is real in the Gos has presses, bookbinders, &c. at his establishment. may be’presented to them, especially when that
pel. His great principle is that all that is neces He has printed his Testament in two sizes, both form of it is not very offensive to the natural heart
sary to make any man a Christian, is to have a stereotyped, I understand, and sells them at a good of man. I know not th° precise number of Cath
belief of the historical facts of the New-Testa, nent, price truly. Thousands of copies are sold an olic Churches in the wet; but they are un
just as the record of anv other past events is be nually.
doubtedly increasing, but not so rapidly as many
lieved, with a determination to obey the com
1 believe that this subtle species of error isdes- suppose. Still it ought to be a matter of grief
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and concern that so dangerous an error should be and means as Almighty God hath provided for Mie midst of a little block, when the executioner
embraced by so many as do embrace it.
me ; and with that, taking a little book in his hand, being ready .with a sharp and heavy axe cut asun5. There are many minor and less important which was a New Testament, lying by him, he der his slender neck at one blowkinds of error in the West, which are embraced made a cross on his forehead, and went out of: He suffered June 22d, 1535_ being nearly 77
by men—though not in very great numbers—such the prison door with the Lieutenant, being so years old. What hastened his death, was supposas Mormonism, Shakerism, &c. for there is no weak as he was scarce able to go down the stairs, ed to be the honor conferred upon him by Paul
species of error so monstrous which does not find' Wherefore, at the stair’s foot he was taken up in 111., the 21st May. He bestowed upon him a
some one ready to embrace it. It is incredible, ! a chair, between two of the Lieutenant’s men,' Cardinal's hat; which he was not privy to, much
almost, that some hundreds, and I might say even ; and carried to the tower gate, with a great num- lessambitious of.
thousands, have embraced theabsurdities of Mor
°Iwc?P°ns1abo,Ut him’ to bG del‘veJrcd t0,the i When King Henry understood it, he commismonism, which certainly has some arch dishonesty Sheriff of London for execution. And as they | sioned a person to demand of the Bishon whether
on the part of its founders, as its basis. I am, &c. were come to the uttermost precincts ot the Tow-, he was wj||jngto accept of such an offer from the
Philander.
er, they rested there with him a space, till such a gee of Rome. He replied, that though the die
time as one was sent before to know in what readi- nity was tar above his merits, yet be* would not
In looking over Collier’s Ecclesiastical History, some time ness the Sheriff were to receive him. During refuse to serve the Church in this or in any other
tine., we were so pleased with the account of the martyrdom
of Bishop Fisher that we resolved to lay it before the reader. which space, lie arose out ot ins chair, and stand . way. Henry was so provoked at his answer reSince then we have seen in the Catholic Telegraph the story of ing on his feet leaned his shoulder to the wall, turned to him by Secretary Cromwell, that he
the same event from the pen of the unhappy Dr. Todd. The and lifting up his eyes to heaven, said, “O, Lord, ; SWOre, t|,at jf the Bishop of Rochester did accept
story is one of the triumph of Christian faith over worldly this is the last time that I ever shall open this | of a Cardinal’s hat, he should wear it upon his
persecution
sedition.
I rue, Bishop risher wasa Roman Catholic, and book, let some comfortable place now chance Ullhe suffered at the bands of a Protestant. But he was Woman j to me, w|ierebv I, thy poor servant, may glorify shoulders, lor he should have no head to carry it
on.—It was then, the Bishop fell a sacrifice to the
onlyy in name. lie was truly a Catholic, a member of the ,
. .
* i
i
>»
* j i ’ i "i •
•
British Church, and a Christian. His example, his sufferings, thee in this my last hour.” And then looking in favors and rage of two great Courts__ Catholic
liis triumph are the property of all Christians—hut especially to the book, the first thing that came to his sight Telegraph.
of P rotestants. For without any illiberal feeling io Roman were those words, John xxii. 3:
Haec est autem
ists personally, we must be permitted to believe that his perse vita seterua, ut cognoscant te solum Deum verum
From the Episcopal Recorder.
cution was the offspring not so much of Protestant cruel
Ego te gio- FORMS OF PRAYER, BY BISHOP GRISWOLD.
ty, nor simply of the times—but of errors which were then et quern misisti Jesum Christum,
rife, and are, we have too much reason to think, still latent in rificavi super terrain, opus ennsummavi quod dedMr. Editor :—I am much gratified to learn, as
the dogmas of the Romish Creed. Bishop F. suffered in the isti mibi, &c. Now, this is eternal life; that they
I
am
sure the public will be to know, that there is
reign of llcnry VIII.— Chtachman.
may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus
After the Lieutenant of the Tower had receiv Christ, whom thou hast sent.—And with that he now in the press a book of Devotions, from the
ed the writ for his execution, because it was then shut the book together, and said, here is learning pen of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Griswold, of the East
very lute, and the prisoner asleep, he was loath enough for me to my life’s end. And so the ern Diocese. In this age of book-making, is it
to deprive him of his rest. But in the morning, Sheriff being ready for him, he was taken up again not a fact that the proportion of that class of books
before live of the clock, he came to him in his among certain of the Sheriff’s men, with a new which may be called devotional, is much smaller
chamber, and finding him yet asleep, waking him , and much greater company of weapons than be than formerly: and less too than the comparative
lie told him he was come to him on a message : fore, and carried to the scaffold on the Tower importance of this sort ot reading would seem to
from the King, and his pleasure was that be should j Hill, otherwise called East Smithfield, himself demand. The volume in question is to be a book
suffer that forenoon. Well, quoth the Bishop, if { praying all the way, and reflecting upon the words of prayers adapted to frequently occurring and im
this be your errand, you bring me no great news - i which before he had read. When he was come portant occasions. It is to consist of four parts,
for I have looked a long time for that message,' to the foot of the scaffold, they that carried of- so printed us to be separated if desirable.
The following very general outline may convey
and I most humbly thank his Majesty, that it pleas-! fered to help him up the stairs; but, said he, my some
idea of the work.
es him to rid me from all this worldly business; masters seeing I ain come so far, let me alone, and
The first part is to contain prayers suitable for
yet let me, by your patience, sleep an hour or two, ye shall see me shift for myself well enough ;— Sunday schools; also for singing and other schools;
for I have slept
sle very ill this night, (not for any and so went up the stairs, without any help, so Prayers proper for Bible Societies, Bible classes
fear of death, I thank God,) but by reason of lively that it was a marvel to them that before and occasions of Christianity.
knew his debility and weakness. But as he was
great infirmity and weakness.
The second part is to consist of family prayers,
The King’s pleasure is further, said the Lieu mounting the stairs, the south-east shined very and several other more general prayers. An ad
tenant, that you shall use as little speech as may bright in his face; whereupon, he said to hitnseif vantage of these forms is, that distinct topics,
he, especially of any thing touching his Majesty, those words: Acccdite ad eum et illuminamini,
each embracing some subject of popular interest,
whereby the people should have any cause to et facies vestranon confundetur.—Come ye to him are thrown into separate paragraphs, so that the
think of him, or his proceedings, otherwise than and be enlightened; and your face shall not be person who leads the devotions of the family or
well. For that, saitl he, you shall see me order confounded. Ps. xxxiii. 6.—By this time he was the social circle, may easily make such selections
scaffold—it was about 10 o clocx—where
i . i . .i
•
nr, self as by God’s grace, neither the King, nor upon_ the
„
,being
• ready
i .to do
i iIns
• office,
n?
,kneeli as
are
to the circumstances
executioner
....
• adapted
1,
• good. and
> occasion.
any man else, shall have occasion to inislike tnv the
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\
,iiiHus remark will annlv
also in e-ood
'lee
This
apply
degree
to all
words. With which answer the Lieutenant de ed down to him, (as the fashion is,) and asked Ins the other parts.
parted from him; and so the prisoner falling again forgiveness. “I forgive thee,” said he, “with
The third part is to contain prayers for the
to rest, slept soundly two hours and more; and all my- heart; and trust thou shalt see me over
after he was awakened, called to his man to help come the storm hastily.” Then was his gown and Church and the clergy; for missionary associahim up, but first commanded him to lake away j tippet taken from him, and bestowed in his doub tions; laying the corner stone of a church, chari
les shirt of hair, (which he customarily wore,) let and hose in sight of all the people—whereof ty occasions; the new year; for the sick and the
ami to convey it privily cut of the house; and - there was no small number assembled to see the afflicted; for courts of justice; the legislature;
instead thereof, to lay him out a clean white shirt j execution. Being upon the scaffold, he spoke to town meetings ;tcmpeiance meetings ; &c.
The fourth part will*contain such forms for ex
and all the apparel he had, as cleanly brushed as the people, in effect, as follows:
traordinary occasions as have been, or may be al
might be. And as he was arraying himself, his
“Christian people 1 I am come hither to die
man seeing in him more curiosity and care for the for the faith of Christ’s Holy Catholic Church; lowed by the Bishop to be used in Churches agree
fine and cleanly wearing his apparel that day than and, I thank God, hitherto my stomach has serv- ably to the provisions of the 47th canon, viz. for
was wont, demanded of what this sudden change | ed me very well thereunto, so yet I have not fear the 4th of July; for a fast day; on occasion of
meant; saying that his Lordship knew well enough ed death; wherefore I desire you all to help and pestilential visitations and thanksgivings for public
that he must pat oil all again within two hours assist me with your prayers—that at the very blessings.
It is believed that such a book will be accepta
point and instant of death’s stroke, I may in that
and lose it.
What of that? said he; doest thou not mark moment stand steadfast, without fainting, in any ble to the community in general. The source
that this is our marriage day and, that it hchoov- point of the Catholic faith, free from fear; and I from which it comes, will make it especially val
eth us, therefore, to use more cleanliness for the beseech Almighty God, of his infinite goodness; uable to the friends of the Church. The Bishop’s
solemnity thereof? About nine of the clock, the to save the King and his realm; and that it may character for personal piety will add to the esti
Lieutenant came again, and finding him almost i please Him to hold his holy hand over it, and send mation of the work wherever he is known. Many
are aware that the subject of prayer has for many
ready, said he was now come for hi n.
theKing a good counsel.”
Then 6aid he to his man, reach me my furred
These words he spake with such a cheerful years occupied his special attention. And it must
tippet to put about my neck. O, my L »rd, said countenance—sach a stout and constant courage, be delightful to those who have observed his in
the Lieutenant, what need you be so careful of and such a reverend gravity, that he appeared terest in this topic, to have this transcript of Ids
our health for this little time, being, as yourself ; to all men not only void of fear, but also glad of own feelings and devotions on matters of so great
nows, not much above an hour. I think no ! death. After these few words by him uttered, importance, and such deep and general concern.
otherwise, said he; but yet, in the meantime I will he kneeled down on both knees, and said certain
Consistency presents Christianity in her fairest
keep myself as well I can.
prayers—among which, as some reported, one
For, I tell you truth, though I have, I thank was the Hymn of “ Te Deum lauiamm," to the attitude, in all her lovely proportion of figure and
the lord, a very good desire and willing mind to' end; and the l’salm, “/a te speravi," &.c.— Then correct symmetry of feature. Consistency is the
die at this present moment, and so trust in his came the executioner, who bound a hand kerchief beautiful result of all the qualities and graces of
infinite mercy and goodness, he will continue it, about his eyes, and so the Bishop, lifting up his a truly religious mind united and brought into ac
yet I will not willingly hinder my health, in the hands and heart to Heaven, said a few prayers, tion, each individually right; all relatively asso
meantime, even of an Lour, but still prolong the which were not long, but fervent and devout— ciated. Where the character is consistent, pregame as long as I can, by such reasonable ways which being ended, he laid his hand down over judicc cannot ridicule, nor infidelity sneer.
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ErisoorAi Visitation in Michigan.—We learn from the
Detroit Courier, that Bishop McIltainb reached that city on
Saturday the 19th ult. on which day the Rev. Adison Searle
was instituted Rector of St. Paul’s Church in that city.—
«The discourse of the Bishop,” says the Courier, “was so
lemn, appropriate and impressive. His brief, but faithful

sketch of the devoted minister
.
----------------- ‘ Whose heart is warm,
Whose hands are pure, whose doctrine and whose life,
Coincident, exhibit lucid proof
That he is honest in the sacred cause,’
was affcctingly eloquent and solemn;—indeed the whole dis
course could not but be listened to with deep feeling and in
struction. On the succeeding Sabbath, the solemn rite ot
confirmation was administered to twenty-eight persons who
cannot,__ nor will those who heard, soon forget the affection
ate and apostolical address then made to them. In the even-,
ing, the subject of the Bishop’s discourse was family govern
ment and parental duties. We will not attempt even an outline
of this masterly performance;—we rejoiced that the house
was crowded—and we should rejoice yet more if a printed
copy of this most faithful and affecting exhibition of parental
Obligations and duties was placed in the hands of every parent
in our land.”
“We cannot but believe that much good will result from
this official visit of the Bishop who, we understand, will ex
tent his visit to Monroe and other parts of the interior before
his return. It may awaken a spirit of engagedness and of
harmony among nV the professed followers of the Redeemer
and lead them as one mighty phalanx to put forth their united
influence to arrest the progress of infidelity, arid “ increase
among us true religion.”
Christian Library.—The last number of the present vo
lume of this excellent publication is received, containing the
remainder of Bishop Butler’s Sermons, and seven discourses
of Rev. Robert Hall of Kelso. We regret exceedingly to
learn from a notice attached to this number that, “owing to
the deranged state of the currency, and the general depression
of trade,” the publishers have determined to discontinue the
publication with the present number.
British Society fob Promoting Christian Khowimoe.
A general special meeting of this Society was held io London,
Feb. 10, at which resolutions were adopted to appoint a sepa
rate Committee for the purpose of superintending the publi
cation and promoting the circulation of the Iloly Scriptures
in foreign languages, and also of versions of the English litur
gy—that a gran, of £4,000 he made to the Committee for
that purpose, and that annual subscriptions and donations he
received for the object.
An amendment offered by Lord
Kenyon to coniine the operations of the Society for the pre
sent within the British dominions, was negatived.

Ordination__ On the second Sunday after Easter, April
13, the Bishop of this Diocese held an ordination in this city,
(N. York) when Thomas West, William W. Niles, and Ste
phen Mcl lugh, were admitted to the holy Order of Deaeons,
and the Rev. Thomas S. Brittan, Deacon, to that of l’ricst.
The morning prayer w;. read by the Rev. Lewis P. Bayard,
the Rector of the Church, who also presented the candidates;
and the sermon preached by the Bishop. There were also
present, and assisting in the laying on of hands on the candi
date for the priesthood, the Rev. Charles McCabe of Milton,
and the Rev. Francis H. Cuming, of this city.— Churchman.

St. Paul’s Church, Portsmouth, R. I.—On the 7th
March, St. Paul’s Church, Portsmouth, R. 1. was consecrat
ed to the worship and service of Almighty God, by the Rt.
Rev. A V. Griswold, Bishop of the Eastern Diocese. On
the following day there was a confirmation. The Convocation
of Rhode Island also met at Portsmouth on this occasion.—
The various religious services were solemn and interesting.
They were favorably received, ar.d have served to comfort the
heart and strengthen the hands of the Minister of the Parish
in his labors among a congregation collected into the Church
since the 7th July last; of the formation and establishment of
which an account was published in the Episcopal Recorder of
the 23i’.i January last. There are already indications sufficient
to encourage the hope, that the establishment of the visible
Church in Portsmouth will prove an invaluable blessing to
the present and future generations, as the entrance into the
Church invisible* “gathered of the Spirits of the faithful dis
solved, and the spirits of the faithful militant, of the names
yet to be borne, which are already written in the book of life.”
• Lord Bacon.

[Episcopal Rec.

All Souls’ Church—The earner-stone of the Church of
All Souls in the south-western part of this city, was laid on
Thursday afternoon, the 9th inst. by the Right Rev. Bishop
White. We were prevented, as were many others, by the

unfavorable state of the weather, from attending on this occa
sion. We understand that the numtier of persons present was
much larger than might have been expected, and that many
assembled on the following day under the belief that the exer
cises hail been postponed. Addresses were delivered by the
Rt. Rev. Bishops Onderdonk ami Doane.
The congregation for whose use this Church is to be erect
ed, is under the charge of the Rev. It. Pijgot. It gives us
pleasure to find that the persevering exertions of himself and
ins people have thus far been attended with success, and we
trust that they will continue to be favored by providence to the
completion of their undertaking.—lb.

messing upon i.er Doors. fins change has been effecwdbr
witnessing the eagerness whh which the colored peop'ecfS
ages seek instruction, and the almost mer.dible improvem®
which they have already made__ S. <S. Journal.

Lessons on Elocution, &c. —We have been looking with
interest for the work on (locution which has been for some
time in preparation by the ltev. Dr. Ilt.isbaw. We have rec ntly received a copy of it from the publisher, Mr. Joseph
Robinson, of Baltimore. It is a 12mo. volume of 200 pa
ges, entitled “ Lessons on Elocution, accompanied by instruc
tions and criticism on the reading of the Church Service:
selected from the works of Thomas Sheridan, Esq. With al •
tcrations and additions, and an introductory essay, by J. P.
K. Henshaw, D. D., Rector of St- Peter’s Church, Balti
more."—Epis Rec.

[It will be recollected by our readers, that the Rev. Messrs,
onuith and 1 erldns sailed from this port on the 21st of Sep
tember, the former destined to Syria, and the latter to the
Nestor,ans of Persia; and that Mr. Perkins had previously
been confined at Andover by indisposition, so tlut it was for
some time doubtful whether he would be able to sail at that time.
The following letters from him (received by gentlemen coni
netted with Amherst college, and kindly communicated for the
Recorder) give the gratifying intelligence of the benefit he re
ceived Iron) the voyage, and of his reception and opening pro*,
pects at the scene of his future labors:]

Lireria—By the arrival at New-York of the ship Jupiter
thirty-six days from Liberia, letters have been received from
Rev. It. Spalding, Secretary of the Methodist Mission in Li
beria, communicating tidings of the death of Mrs. Wright,
wife of one of the missionaries, after an illness of nine days.
Also of the death of Mr. Savage, the young gentleman sent
out last year by the Presbyterian Church.
Among the passengers in the Jupiter, Rre two African prin
ces by tho names of Charles Lavally and John Groway,
[U. S. Gaz.

r,
„
Malta, Nov. It, 1833.
Dear Brother,—We reached this purl, on the 8th inst after
a voyage of Is days. We have been blessed with a more qui
et passage and much less inconvenience, than we anticipated.
Our health, I may say, in general has been good. You know
the state of my own, when we embarked. You saw me reel,
ing to the vessel, unable, even to sliuke liands with my dev
friends. 1 have often thought, with much regret, of the in
formal maimer, in which I was obliged to turn off my friends
with a nod only, as I passed them upon the deck.
My health very rapidly improved, after going on hoard.
Though I was then scarcely able to stand, in two or three days
I was about, on deck, very cointortable: and since about the
eighth day of our p iss.ige, I have been perfectly well—much
better, even, than for several months previous to my sieknc-i.
My fever, moreover, so completely shielded me from sea-sick,
ness, that I have not felt the le-st inconvenience from that un
welcomed visiter—and 1 have been able to pursue inv studies
and reading with almost as little interruption as I could have
done upon land.
Mrs. P, and Mr. and Mrs. Smith have suffered much from
sea-sickness, hut in other respects, they have enjoyed fine health.
I bey are now perfectly well. 1 have enjoyed On an scenes
very much—and my system itic occupation "has kept me en
tirely free from that ennui which is so often complained of, on
a passage. Indeed, I have seldom spent seven weeks more
pleasantly, than the seven last, upon our voyage.
We were not allowed to disembark, immediately on our ar
rival, but lay seven days in the Quarantine hsrlxir. Tho
Quarantine regulations are very strict here. Out Missionary
friends camo along side, immediately, to visit us, hut were not
allowed to come within tangible distance. Yesterday we came
on shore, and were most cordially welcomed by Messrs. Tem
ple and Hallock, and their families. Yalela—the capital nf
Malta—is a very splendid city. Nature nod art seem to have
spared no pains to render it well nigh impregnable. Its ap
pearance is very imposing. The possession of this island and
Gibraltar fortress at the Straits, gives to the English a perfect
command of the Mediterranean. In this single city of 23,000
inhabitants, are eleven hundred Roman Catholic priests, besides
monks innumerable, that swarin the streets like locusts.
We stopt here but two or three (lavs. Providence very
kindly had a door already Open, for ns to proceed immediately
to Constantinople. We start to-morrow, in a Greek vessel.
This is a striking providence, inasmuch as the opportunity of
a passage from this port to Constantinople is very rare—and
still more so, as I found an old college classmate—N. I’etrokokino—already engaged ns a fellow passenger! Wc should
have been solitary wanderers in a strange sea, had not P. been
secured as a passenger—for Mr. Smith goes directly to Beyroot, and we are no longer to have his company. • • ♦

A letter from Mr. Read, in India, dated May 27, sayj _
“ You will sympathize with us in the loss of our verv dm
, brother and valuable helper Babujee. He died, as you w.11
’ have heard before this reaches you, on the lbth of April—
1 I his is one of the severest losses our mi«sion has ever sustained. He uniformly sustained a decid 'd Chrisiian ehanctw
and literally wort out in tiie e »use of Christ What effect his
death will have on the people in general, is quite impossible
We learn that the vestries of St. George’s Parish, Acco tor us to say. I very much regret that 1 could not have been
mack Co, and Hungar’s Parisli, Northampton Co., on the with him and witnessed his last hours and pressed the subject
Eastern shore of Virginia, have engaged the services of the on the attention of the people. — lb.
*
Rev. William II. Mitchell, late of Charleston S. C., as a
missionary for the two Parishes.—lb.
From the Boston Recorder.
MISSIONS IN WESTERN ASIA.

Goon News from Burmah.—The American Baptist Ma
gazine for the present month contains letters from Rev. Mr.
Kincaid of a cheering character. This godly and active mis
sionary will probably succeed is establishing a mission station
at Ava, which is a part of Burmah not under British authori
ty. lie has opened a preaching place to which many inqui
rers resort. In a letter dated Ava, July 17, to Mr. Oliver T.
Cutter, printer at Maulmein. he thus remarks:—
“The verandah [or preaching place] is crowded nearly all
the time. » More than two hundred were at the house yester
day. We have three promising inquirers. I really think the
time of Burmah’* deliverance is nt hand. It is no passing cloud
that hangs over the land; it is spreading in every direction;
and the time must come, when showers large and rich will
water this desert. O for that faith that heeds not mountains,
and regards not the desert valleys.
“ Will not some brother he on his way soon? A better field
never spread itself before the eye of a missionary. This is
not a paradise, but it will be one in time. This minute while
I am writing, twenty-one persons are sitting before me, in
quiring the way of life. Do not sit and make cold calcula
tions; for the heathen are all going to hell, because we are
afraid the time has not come: the time has come, and we must
not sleep. Forgive my writing in this way; my feelings at
times are unutterable. I an, ashamed of myself. 1 have
been afraid and hardly expected more than one Burman to be
converted in a year.”—N. Y. Evan.

West Indies---- We lately mentioned that our board had
made a donation of books for the use of a school lately estab
lished by an American lady in St. George’s, Bermuda. We
have seen a letter from her to a relative in New-York, dated
April 8, in which she says:
“Your letter and the valuable case that accompanied it
were most thankfully received by me and the people of color.
They desire me to express their gratitude to you and the so
cieties from which they came. Truly the hand of the Lord
is in the work.
%
“ Last night we formed a class of boys in arithmetic, 23 in
number, from the coal black of Guinea to the lighter shade of
the Mustee. Never were any people more completely ready
for instruction, and though we have only been teaching dur
ing a fortnight, already we see great improvement. We teach
all to read, spell, write, and cypher. As to the library hooks
from the American Sunday School Union, I cannot convey to
you an idea of the eagerness with which they are called for.
Not only the people of color, but the girls in my private
school, their parents and all the people in the town of every
description, seek them uiost anxiously. The selection is most
admirable. I pray the Lord to bless them to the good of
souls. As the Greeks sought the provisions that Dr. Howe
took them from America, so do these people seek the books
yon sent-”
In another part of the same letter Mrs. Holt remarks:—
“Lou cannot imagine what astir in the town your case of
books has made. The people are roused as if they had been
electrified. I trust the supply of books will serve us for 4 or
3 years, with a little addition of new tracts now and then."
In another letter Mrs. H. mentions that she has two schools
of colored persons, from adult age to infancy, containing each
from 170 to 200 persons, under instruction of volunteer teach
ers. Besides these, she has among other classes one designed
for qualifying young men of color as teachers.
Hie opposition to her efforts, although at first very gTeat,
has at length almost entirely ceased, ane some of those w.jo
condemned arc now among those who applaud and seek God’s

Justin Perkins.

Island or Svra, Dec. 4 1833.
Dear Christian Brethren,—We reached this island on the
28th ult- after a quiet passage from Malta of ten days. Our
captain ami most of the crew are residents of this island; but
our principal object in stopping here, is the renewal of shippapers, which the Greek government requires to be made an
nually. We hope to lie detained here but a few days.
We brought letters of introduction from Malta, for Rev.
Mr. Hildner of the Church Missionary Society; also for Rev.
Mr. Leeves, agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
But on our arrival in the harbor, we were equally surprised
and delighted, to learn, that our countryman, Rev. J. J. Ro
bertson and his family bad just reached this island from Athens.
We were soon conducted to bis residence, and very cordially
welcomed as members of his family. This unexpected meet
ing is particularly pleasant, as Mrs. P. and Mrs. R. are (rota
the same village.
The principal town and sea port of this island is very in
teresting in its history. It now contains about twenty-fr**
thousand inh ibitants; and the whole has lieen built andpT”lated, by refugees from Turkish oppression, since the Oree
revolution commenced. It is located upon the side of 1
mountain. Near the top of the mountain, is an ancient Til
lage ot Roman Catholic Greeks—natives of the Wan -<
»
during the revolution, enjoyed French protection. The tietnbling Greeks fleeing from the neighboring islands, sought a
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shelter from the storm of war, and built, as they then suppos en Province, Sept. 3, 1833, three or four hundred miles inte
ed, merely temporary retreats, in the Penumbra of the French rior from Canton.
banner. From a lonely hamlet thus commenced amid rug
“ Here is a wide door opened. I have traversed large tracts
ged cliffs, by Greek enterprise, as by magic, has sprung up of country with boxes of books, and had only to regret that
this great and flourishing city. It is now the most populous I could not have the pleasure of distributing them; for the
and important city in all Greece. The houses, to be sure, people fairly robbed me of every volume, such was the eager
are, for the most part, wretched fabrics, as they were reared as ness with which they seized upon them. I have much cause
merely temporary shelters;—and the streets—or rather ave for praise to God and to lay prostrate before him, fur his mer
nues—are very irregular—narrow and crooked. Still, the cies are truly great. There is a great error abroad concerning
business aspect of the place, and the recollection of its history, China in a spiritual point of view. No country of Asia ruled
invests it, to my mind, with unparalleled interest. It has a by native princes, is so easy of access. I am now writing a
fine, spacious harbor. Almost numberless vessels now lie at work against the three prevailing superstitions of Coiua, and
anchor, in quarantine, or discharging and taking in cargo; hope to follow this by an essay on the Trinity. Both will he
many daily enter and others depart; and about twenty are printed at Canton, and are intended for China itself. Be not
now on the stocks in process of building. This port is a very discouraged, dear brother, though 1 stand quite alone and have
convenient stopping place, for American and European vessels, to fight with Leviathan; God will not forsake me. Be of
on their way, to or from Smyrna and Constantinople.
good cheer; the inmost recesses of the celestial empire will he
The Press, under the superintendence of Mr. Robertson, visited by the glorious gospel.
i,, for the present, to be located here. His particular object,
Besides the missionary voyage along the whole coast, which
in this removal, is to avail himsell of the superior facilities af will require as many books as we have distributed from the
forded here, for communication with the different parts of establishment of the Chinese mission until now, I intend to
Greece.
make a tour with a party of travellers upon the river Yang
1 have just visited the schools here. I ant greatly surprised Tzde Keang, through the whole of Central China up to Thi
and delighted, with their order and manifestly rapid improve bet and Bengal. The matter is as practicable as a voyage
ment. 1 had not supposed, that such schools existed in Greece. from Rio to Batavia. My whole heart is set upon the whole
In those under Rev. Mr. Ilildner’s care, supported by the work. If the Saviour grants me grace I shall labor to the
Church Missionary Society, are about four hundred and fifty last; and may my last breath be in behalf of China’s salva
scholars of both sexes. They have convenient accommoda tion. Pray for me earnestly that God may give me grace to
tion*—arc arranged in different rooms according to age and perform this great work.”
attainment—and well instructed on the monitorial system.—
Such a letter needs no comment. I have to day accompa
Their recitations were prompt, and apparently quite accurate. nied Mr. Medhurst to town, who purchased eighty guilders
In one room, we were much delighted with the singing of worth of paper to make books for Mr. GuztlafT. I would put
utxiut one hundred little girls. The simplicity of the hymns a question or two to American Christians.
which they sung, and the sweet melody of their voices were
IFAo will pray for Gutzlaff?
truly charming.
IF/io will send him tracts to distribute?
These schools, I am sure, will not suffer, in comparison with
It is written on paper that China is shut up to foreigners.
any of the kind in New-England. All united form a Sab But the people arc the power there in reality. Whoever pleases
bath School, on the Sabbath.
them can travel in China. Mr. GutzlalF does it effectually
Prof. Bambas, late of the University, on the island of Cor by living and dressing as they do, and practising medicine.
fu—is now at the head of a gymnasium here. Preparatory to Let it not be in vain th it lie has ascertained that tile great wall
this Seminary, is a flourishing Lancasterian school. In both, has many fissures in it of no great magnitude.
arc about two hundred and fifty young men and boys. A
I have to-day, received letters from Mr. Robinson, dated at
large building is now in the process of erection, for their bet Singapore, Oct. 23. They arrived safely after a voy ge of
ter accommodation. These schools are supported by the com fifteen days, having met with no disasters save running upon a
sand hank, from which they were soon free. The captain sick
munity.
We found the Professor delivering a philosophical lecture ened oil the voyage and died soon after their arrival. The
to the older members of his Institution. A large number of missionaries were still undecided whether to remain for a time
Greeks besides his pupils, were listeners:—among the rest, at Singapore, or to proceed immediately to Bankok.
one of the Greek bishops (tiro are residents in this city) and se
Yours, &c.
'
II. Lyman.
veral Homan Catholic priests from the upper village. Every
r. S. By letters just now H8tli November) received from
Thursday, the Prof, delivers a Biblical lecture to nearly the Mr. Guztlaff, it appears that he has returned to Canton, where
aainc audience.
he is as busy as ever preaching, printing, and distr Imtiug.—
Prof. B. is probably the most intelligent Greek, now in the He has commenced a periodical in Chinese, intended soiely
nation. And what is more, it is confidently hoped, by those for that people.
well acquainted with him, that he is a devoted Christian. His
2d P. S. The peace at Padang is not confirmed. Duly
appearance is truly venerable. His flowing robe, and beard publish that the natives were victorious.
II. L.
reaching to the middle forcibly reminded me, as I entered the
Hall, of those ancient sages, who, in better days, where the
Late Intelligence from Africa__ Bv the arrival of Jupi
glory of his nation. At the close of the lecture I was intro ter, thirty-six days from Liberia, letters have been received
duced to him, and conversed a few moments, through Mr. R. as from Rev. R. Spalding, Secretary of the ’Methodist Mission
interpreter.
A few Roman Catholic pi iests from the upper vilin Libria, dated March 7th, communicating the melancholy
lage were performing their daily recitation, with one of his tidings of the death of Mrs Wright, wife of one of the Metho
(hisses in Ancient Greek. “ it is a novel sight,” the Prof, re
dist Missionaries, after an illness o* only nine days, on the
marked,__ “may God bless the exercise to their reformation.”
9th of February last. Mrs. Wright was an amiable and ac
Messrs. Fisk and Parsons were once his pupils. He remem complished lady, of a delicate constitution, but ardently devot
ber* and speaks of them with deep interest.
ed to the missionary cause. Her deep piety and affectionate
What I have seen in these schools argues well for Greece. manners, while in this citv on her way to Africa, endeared her
But late regulations of government, respecting schools and the name and memory to many friends, and the less will he severe
circulation of Books, are very inauspicious for missionary op ly felt, not only by her excellent husband, and the infant mis
eration*.
sion, hut by her venerable father, who suffered so poignantly
How does your Sabbath School prosper? I am sure both on her departure. It seems that she had lost her reason for
parent* and children would be enraptured to behold what I some days before her death, by the violence of the fever__
have here seen, of the fruits of American benefaction. The Com. Adv.
Greeks as you know hold our nation in the highest veneration.
They call all missionaries, Americans. Most of the books in
The Archbishop of Canterbury lias nominated the Rev.
these schools are from our press, at Malta.
Hugh Janies Rose, formerly Christian Advocate at Cambridge,
Very affectionately, and sincerely yours,
and well known in the theological world for his various abilities
Justin I’erkins.
and eminent acquirements, to be his Examining Chaplain__
English Paper.
LATEST NEWS FROM MR. GUTZLAFF.
Lord Bexley has been elected successor of Lord TeignIt will be seen by a communication on our last page, that the mouth, as President of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
Rev. Henry Lyman, Missionary of the A. B. C. F. M.
The Rev. Andrew Reed, of London, and the Rev. James
has arrived at Batavia. The following letter received at
New Yoik, is of a later date, and contains interesting intel Matheson, of Durham, have consented to visit the churches of
the United States, as the representatives of the Congregation
ligence from Mr. Gutzlalf—lb.
Batavia, Java, Nov. 16, 1833.—We arrived hereon the al Union of England and Wales.
23d of September, and were very kindly received and hospita
ME PEOROLOGICAL REGIS TEH.
bly entertained at the house of Rev. W. IL Medhurst, of the
Ixmdon Missionary Society. Perhaps you may not have learn
Sun-rise, j 2 o’clock. [9 o’clock. ) Wind. | Weather
Date.
ed that hostilities have ceased in Sumatra, that peace is restor
66°
61°
48°
w.
Clear
ed on the terms of the natives, who were victorious in two April 23
42°
60°
24
46°
N.W. Clear
cr jagements__ the Dutch having many killed and wounded.
52°
35°
25
w.
39°
Cloudy
The terms of peace aie, that the taxing of the natives should
45°
39°
28°
w.
25
Snow
cease thovghout the island, and the Dutch government should
26°
48°
27
41°
w.
Cloudy
confine itself exclusively to Pidrng. There is much dissatis
42°
61°
47°
28
w.
Cloudy
faction throughout this island among the native population, and
61°
41°
29
46°
w.
Clear
the Government arc building a wall around the city, four miles
oufsine of the site of the old wall.
A Dutch Missionary has just arrived from Moa, a small
SUIOBSAaY.
island containing ten or fifteen thousand inhabitants, and be
Bank Failures.—I.i the space of one week, four Banks fail
longing to the Timor group called in the Reports of the Neth
erlands of Society the “South Western Island Mission.” Mr. ed in the District of Columbia. They are.
1. The Bank of Washington which stopped payment on
Hoffkei has been zealously laboring on Moa five years, and
. receded under the blessing of God, in gathering 200 chii- the 10th of April.
2. The Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Bank of Georgetown;
dien into four schools, and about ten souls into the church.
The Netherlands Society has seven missionaries in this group, and
3. The Bank of Alexandria, both closed on the 12th inst.;
•even in the Moluccas or Spice Island, one in Rhio, and one
and
in China, all evangelical men.
4.
The Patriotic Band of Washington, which stopped on
Mr. Medhurst has just received a letter from Mr. Gutzlaff,
of which I forward you an extract. The letter is dated Foki- the 25th inst.

It it probable that the notes of these Banks and their other
obligations may be met, but the stock must prove a total loss.
There has been a strong and steady run upon several of the
local Banks in the District, ever since the failure of the Bank
of Maryland.
The capital of the Patriotic Bank is two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars—its circulation is ninety thousand dollais,
its deposites thirty or forty thousand dollars—and it has specie
now in its vaults, it is said, to the amount of sixty thousand,
but it cannot, under the present pressure upon it, continue to
pay its debts in specie.
The Capital of the Bank of Washington was a million of
dollars, and that of the Farmers’ and Mechanics’ two hundred
and fifty thousand.
The circulation of the bank of Alexandria is very small.
Temperance in England.—The American Temperance In
telligencer says that the apprehensions which have been for
some time past indulged, of the failure of the Temperance cause
in England, are unfounded. The cause is moving steadily
forward, and gaining friends constantly.
The number of
members reported in England and W..les, was, in December
last, 67,661. Drunkards are informed in England, in conse
quence of the Temperance efforts, as well as in this country.

Eight of the twelve merchants’ stores in Montpelier village,
Vt., have given up the traffic in ardent spirits. The work
goes bravely on.— Fit. Chron.
Spanish Treaty.—C, Van Ness, Esq, son of our Minister
to Spain, arrived at New-York, from Havre last week. He is
the bearer of the new Spanish Treaty. In consequence of the
disturbed state of the northern provinces of Spain, apprehen
sions had been entertained for his safety. lie was in fact stout,
it appears, three times between Madrid and the French lines,
ind was only released on paying the usual tribute on such oc
casions. The mail, which immediately preceded him, was
robbed and the passengers were stripped of even their cloth
ing on their backs. Mr. Van Ness, on the contrary, although
he was assessed to the amount of a few doubloons, had the good
fortune in every instance, except one, to be treated with po
liteness. He represents the North of Spain as being almost
without any regular government. The Carlist hands and the
Queen’s troops alternately displace each oilier in such rapid
succession, that the idea of authority in the minds of the peo
ple has become nearly obliterated. So distracted, indeed, is
the state of the whole country, as to give rise to serious doubts
whether the Queen’s party will be able to sustain itself.—N.
Y Eve. Post.

Cholera in the West.—.The Western Sentinel printed at
Elizabethtown, Ky., contains the following remarks—“We
have fondly anticipated that this scourge of nations had ceased
to prey upon the inhabitants of the United States—but every
passenger from New-Orleans brings tidings of the mortality
there, and on the river from there to Louisville. And indeed,
our own county has this week been seriously attacked. On
Sunday last, we learn from unquestionable authority, that a
gentleman on his way to the lower country, called at the house
of Mr. Elijah Middleton, some ten miles south-east of this
place, who was laboring under the influence of the disease, and
in a few hours expired. Mrs. Middleton was immediately at
tacked and died Mr. Chilton Middleton and a Mr. Miller,
also have fallen victims of the monster, and are no more. We
learn several others in the neighborhood have suffered severely,
but arc likely to recover.
Monticello----The Charlestown (Va.) Advocate states that
Monticello, the late residence of Mr. Jefferson, was offered for
sale on the 1st of April, according to notice previously given.
There were hut few persons present, in consequence of which
a public sale was not effected. It was, however, afterward*
sold priv itely to Lieut, Levy, of the United Slates Navy—the
same gentleman who lately presented to Congress the colossal
statue of Mr. Jefferson. The same paper states that Lieut. L.
intends to commence immediately such improvements and re
pairs, as will fully restore the buildings, &c. to their original
condition; after which it will be accessible to visiters once a
week.

The Harpers of New York, who are certainly indefatigable
booksellers, have recently published The History of Arabia,
Ancient and Modern; by Andrew Crichton, in two vols. 18mo.
with illustrative engravings.
This work supplies a desideratum to the English reader, in
giving a full, continuous, and highly interesting history of
the Arabs. The most authentic sources have been consulted
and as far as we can judge, the materials are well compacted.
Arabia has an interest in the view of the grave historian and
the lover of romance; the character, exploits, and institutions
of its singular inhabitants, and life and religion of its renown
ed Prophet, cannot fail to engage the attention, and gratify the
taste of the curious. The student of theology may also have
profitable recourse to the book, as connected with scriptural
scenes and events.—Presbyterian,

The Hon. Littleton P. Dennis, member of Congress from
Maryland, died at Washington on Monday.
'Die Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief of India,
Lord William Bent inch, has presented Mr. Rogers, supercar
go of the ship Tuscany, with a handsome silver vase, with the
following ins> ription: “ Presented by Lord William Russell,
Commander-in-Chief of ’ndia, to Mr. Rogers, of Boston, in
acknowledgcmi .it of the spirit and enterprise which projected
and successfully executed the first attempt to import a cargo of
American ice rito Calcutta.”
In Connecticut tiie Anti-Jackson party have elected their
candidates for Governor and Lieutenant-Governor, 17 out of
21 Senators, and a large majority of Representatives.
Florida—Strawberries were in the market at Tallahasse
Forida, in March f new potatoes had also made their appear,
ance.
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Advertiser, he describes some things that he has seen in Lon
POET 11Y
don. The following is an extract.
“I saw in London, women, dressed neat and clean, trund
The following lines were written by the late Miss Martha ling w heelbarrows in the middle of the streets, seemingly car
rying home, or taking clothes to be washed. In the markets
Dat, a daughter of President Day, of Yale College.
of London and Liverpool are thousands of women, who make
TWILIGHT FANCIES.
their living by carrying home the meat and vegetables. I hey
have round baskets which they place on their heads, I have
I would not wish that o’er toy grave
met delicate, good looking males, trembling under the loads
A rose qr myrtle bough should lean,
Nor e’en the willow there should wave,
which they carried.
•‘1 saw two veil dressed young French women in the streets
Nor aught but wilu-flowcr. should be seen.
of Liverpool__ they had a small organ, fixed on a four wheel
I would not wish tl:. t those I love
ed hand wagon. As the two drugged it along, they would stop,
Should wander there at close of day,
play and sing, with a mob around, who gave them a few pen
And think of her o’er whom they rove
nies. I also saw a woman on the high way breaking stones
As dwelling only with decay.
to Macadamize the road. On another occasion, saw a woman
having a young child buckled on her back.—-She was driving a
Or gazing on the little mound,
one horse cart laden with coals, going up a steep part of the
Imagine all they cannot see,
road, and the load being rather heavy tor the horse, she took
And, startling at the slightest sound,
hold of the wheel and helped it to roll along till she got. to
With chilling horror think of me.
the top of the hill. I thought this was most emphatically
No, but in each familiar spot,
clapping the shoulder to the wheel. I thought if Mrs. Trol
Which both to me and them was dear,
lope and Fiddler had seen such things in America, what a tine
There I would not be all forgot,
subject it would have been, to make for them a hook.
Yet ne’er remembered with a tear.
“ As haras I can observe, if the remark be tiue that respect
paid the women, is the true standard of refinement,—I think
In the sweet home I lov 1 so well,
America
is at least half a century ahead of them London folks.
Hound them unseen I oft would fly,
In short, many, very many of the laborious and menial offices
Teaching the summer breeze to swell
are here performed by women.”
With notes of spirit melody.
And something in that half- heard strain
Should breathe an umbrgotten voice,

Litkharv Fertility.—In Weber’s Northern Antiquities,
we find the following instance of literary application, which,
taking all circumstances in consideration, is perhaps without
Should still forbid them to rejoice.
parallel.
Lans Sacks was born in Nuremburg, in the year 1491: he
Or when around the cheerful hearth
was taught the trade of a shoemaker, and acquired a hare ruParents and children meet nt eve
dimenta! education, reading and writing; but being instruct
While bents each heart with love and mirth,
ed by the master-singers of those days, in the praiseworthy
Oh ! should I wish those hearts to grieve?
art of poetrv, he, at fourteen, began the practice, and contin
Yet I would hover in the air
ued to make verses and shoes, and plays and pumps, boots and
And bind each heat with spell", unknown,
hooks, until tiie seventeenth year, of his age: at this time, he
Till they should feel my spirit there,
took an inventory of his poetical stock in trade, and found,
Mingling in every look and tone.
according to his own narrative, that his works filled thirty folio
volumes! all written with his own hand; and consisted of four
Each glance of childhood’s sp: kling eye,
thousand two hundred mastership songs, two hundred nnd
Each thrilling sound of childish glee,
eight come di< tragedies and farces (some of which, extended
And every pensive look or sigh,
to seven acts;) one thousand seven hundred fables, tales and
All should some token bear of me.
miscellaneous poems: making a sum total of six thousand and
Yet with my memory should not come
forty -eight pieces, great and small; out of these, we are inform
One thought of dear affections crossed,
ed, he culled as many as filled three massy fullios, which were
Or uny shade in that loved Imine,
published in the years 1558-61: and another edition Wing
To which I never could be lost.
called for, he increased this to six volumes folio, by an abridg
[ Conn ccticut Ol>s. ment from his other works.
None l-ut Lope de Vega exceed him in the quantity of his
rhythmical productions.
MISCELLAN Y.

And biinging thoughts all free from pain,

An AnvBNTuat—As Mr. Thompson, with hiscompanion,
was proceeding across the uninhabited desert in South Africa,
he met with the following adventure—
‘•We proceeded on our course, over extensive plains, sprin
kled with numerous herds of game ; qunggas, elands, gnoos,
koodoos, heartebeests gemsboks, and smaller antelopes, the
movements of which helped to relieve our lonely journey__
The gnuo here was of a larger size, and apparently different
from that on the other side of the Cradock, being of a daik
blue color, nnd having a black bushy tail, instead of a white
one. I also observed two sorts of liartebcests. As wc tra
velled along, I observed my Hottentot continually looking out
for the spoor (track) of human feet, being exceedingly anxious
to get to some karaal before night; but the only tracks he
could discover were those of the wild animals above mention
ed, and of their pursuer, the lion.—The foot prints of the lat
ter were so frequent and so fresh that it was evident these tvrants of the desert were numerous and near to us. Frederick
also remarked to me, that whenever such numbers of the large
game were to he seen, we might be certain lions were not far
distant. The numerous skeletons of animals scattered over
the plain, presented sufficient proofs of the justness of our apprehension, and these were soon confirmed by ocular evidence.
We were jogging pensively along, the Hottentot with two
horses about ten yards before me, I following with the other
two. Frederick was nodding on his saddle, having slept little,
I believe, the preceding night. In this posture happening to
cast my eyes on one side, I beheld with consternation, two
monstrous lions, reclining under a mimosa hush, within fifteen
yards of our path- They were reclining lazily on the ground,
with half opened jaws showing their terrific fangs. 1 saw our
danger, and was aware that no effort'could save us, if these
savage beasts should be tempted to make a spring. I collect
ed myself therefore, and moved on in silence, while Frederick,
without perceiving them rode quickly past. I followed him
exactly at the same pace,*
1 keeping
2
,ny eves fixed upon the glar
ing monsters, who remained perfectly still. When we had got
severity or eighty yards from them, I rode gently up to Fre
derick, and desiring him to look over his shoulder, showed him
the lions. But such a fice of terror I never beheld, as he ex
hibited on perceiving the danger we had so narrowlv escaped.
He was astonished, too, that he had not previously observed 1
them, being, |ikc most of his countrymen, very quick sighted, j
He said however, that I had acted very properly, in not speak-

We were not long since iufoimed of a practice observed in
the family of an excellent widowed lady of this city, which
must be of great utility to her children, and which we venture
to recommend to the readers of our paper. A folio, if we
mistake not, is provided as a place of deposit, into which each
member of the family is required to put once a week a piece
of written composition, upon any subject that may suggest it
self to the mind of the writer. Saturday evening the budget
is opened, and each piece lead, criticised and amended, if ne
cessary, ir. the presence of the family. It is impossible to
Calculate the advantage to be derived from such a practice, by
establishing in early life habits of investigation, and mental
improvement. The mother who thus educates her children,
may sanguinelv anticipate a maturity of usefulness and respec
tability. Degrading profligacy and low vice can have little
to tempt a mind, thus < irly shielded by lessons of purity, do
mestic happiness, and pleasant fire-side instruction.
Give
your children an early love for books, refine their taste by
works of art, set them an exemple of religious excellence, of
correct manners, and endeavor to make the domestic hearth
always attractive, and you bar up all the great avenues to im
morality,—Portland Courier.
Dr. Ciikvne.—Whilst some one was talking before this
acute Scotchman of the excellence of human nature, “hoot,
hoot, mon, human nature is a rogue and a scoundrel, or why
would it perpetually stand in need of laws and of religion?”
Dr. Chevne’s memory, independent of his medical and
mathematical merit, should ever be held in veneration by all
wise and good men for the golden rule of conduct which he
prescribed to himself (mentioned by Mr. Boswell in his en
tertaining tour to Scotland,) and which unites the utmost acute
ness of worldly wisdom with most exalted sense of religion.
“To neglect nothing to secure my eternal peace, more than
if I had been certified I should die within the day; nor to
omit any thing that my secular duties and obligations demand
ed of me, less than if 1 had been ensured to live fifty years

Floating Mattress.—Among the recent improvements of
the day, we consider the ‘ Stamen’s Bed, or Floating Mat
tress,’ invented bv Mr. Israel Martin, of Boston, as one of
the most useful. The mattress is cased with India rubber water proof cloth, and filled with cork sbavinus. It is simple ia
its construction—is soft, elastic, and comfortable to sleep on,
and possesses the greater utility of bein'’ a ‘Life Preserver?
On tne water it will support two persons, and it is calculated
that six persons would be kept from sinking by one of there.
If this be true, and we have no reason to doubt it, every Meaajboat in the Union should be amply furnished with them.—.
Had the cabin of the William Pci.n, recently lost on die I)elaware, been provided with them, we believe not a soul would
have perished__ JSv. Guz.

Barking funs.—It often happens that fruit trees, more
particularly apple and pear trees, are stripped of their hark dur
ing by sheep, waiter rabbits, or mice. When such accidents do
happen, such trees should not he looked upon as lost, hut as soon
as the sap begins in circulate freely in the spring, they should
lie repaired, by fitting in pieces on every side, to keep up the
circulation between the top and roots.
1 he following directions will enable those who shall ben
unfortunate as to have their trees injured by mice, or otherwise
to repair them without incurring great expense.
Y here the hark has been taken front the bottom of a tree,
as soon as it is discovered, it should be covered up to prevent
the wood from incoming dry. During the month of May un
cover the wood, and with a chisel or some other instrument,
cut off' from t'm tree so much wood a» will leave a flat surface,
I equal in width to the piece to be inserted. Let this extend to
j far up and down as to reach the sound bark, und make the cut
[ square in at the ends. Procure a piece of wood from a growj ing tree of tlu same kind, whether apple or pear, cut it of a
' suitable length, split off a piece fr -m one side of it, cut the
I ends smooth with a knife, being earcful not to bruise the kirk,
j lit it closely into the place prepared in the side of the tree, hav.
j ing the greatest proportion of the ap flow, on line between the
( bark and wood, that can lie, oom.' io contact Proceed in t!i«
same way on different sides of the tree, after which bind the
whole part with some bark or strings made Irom flax, and cover
the whole with earth, if it does not extend too far up the tree.
If the bark was removed too tar up, to be convenient for cov
ering with earth; take some strips of cotton cloth, dip them
in melted grafting wax, and wind them on in such a manner
as to make the whole air tight. If well done, the pieces will
unite at both ends, and soon extend so as to cover the wound.
Goodell's Farmer.

Lucifer Matches.—We find the following method for
making these excellent matches in the last number of the Me
chanics’ Journal; perhaps it may he useful to some of our
readers :—
Take two parts (by weight) of the Sulphuvet of Antimony,
and one part of the Chlorate of Petash. Grind them both
to a line powder, and make them into a p iste with a solution
of Glue. Comm >n brimstone matches are to tie dipped into
it, and when dry they will inflame by being drawn through a
folded piece of sand paper.
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windowsin front—the air heated by stoves, supplied with fu
el from without. On the floor are placed here and there large
orange-tn es, myrtles, and various New Holland plants in box
es. Hound the stem of the trees tables arc formed, which are
used for refreshments for the guests, and for pamphlets and
newspapers. There arc only clumps of trees and of flowering
plants, and sometimes pine-apples and fruit-trees. The gar
Womxn in ENGLAND.-cTnt Thorbum is on a visit to dens abound with moveable tables and seats, and there is gen
erally music, a writer of poetry, a reader and a lecturer. In
Britain. In a letter to the Editor of the N. Y. Commercial
the evening the whole is illuminated, and on certain da\» of
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for.
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not
have pJssin
let us gpass
quietly.
Most likely however, wc owed our safety to their hunger being
satisfied, for they appeared to have been just devouring some
animal they had killed, a quagga as it seemed to me, irom the
burned glance I had in passing.”—Boston Iiec.

------ ------------ —...................... ■ the week the music and illumination are on a grander vilt
In the morning part of the day, the gardens are ehiefly rivvt.
cd to by old gentlemen* who read the papers, talk politics. ^4
drink coffee. In the evening they are crowded by ladies
gentlemen.
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